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Simultaneous measurements of the $t\bar{t}$, $W^+W^-$, and $Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau$ production cross-sections using an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb$^{-1}$ of $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC are presented. Events are selected with two high transverse momentum leptons consisting of an oppositely charged electron and muon pair. The three processes are separated using the distributions of the missing transverse momentum of events with zero and greater than zero jet multiplicities. Measurements of the fiducial cross-section are presented along with results that quantify for the first time the underlying correlations in the predicted and measured cross-sections due to proton parton distribution functions. These results indicate that the correlated next-to-leading-order predictions for $t\bar{t}$ and $Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau$ underestimate the data, while those at next-to-next-to-leading-order generally describe the data well. The full cross-sections are measured to be $\sigma(t\bar{t}) = 181.2 \pm 2.8^{+0.7}_{-0.5} \pm 3.3 \pm 3.3$ pb, $\sigma(W^+W^-) = 53.3 \pm 2.7^{+2.3}_{-8.0} \pm 1.0 \pm 0.5$ pb, and $\sigma(Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau) = 1174 \pm 24^{+32}_{-87} \pm 21 \pm 9$ pb, where the cited uncertainties are due to statistics, systematic effects, luminosity and the LHC beam energy measurement, respectively. The $W^+W^-$ measurement includes the small contribution from Higgs boson decays, $H \to W^+W^-$. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.91.052005
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proton collisions at the LHC have large cross-sections for the production of top quark pairs, $W$ boson pairs, and $Z$ bosons. The cross-section for each of these processes is predicted to a high precision within the standard model (SM) of particle physics. In this article, a global test of these SM predictions is presented through the study of a common final state including an oppositely charged electron and muon pair ($e\mu$ events). Specifically, a simultaneous measurement of the cross-sections of the pair production of top quarks ($t\bar{t}$), $W$ bosons ($W^+W^-$, written as $WW$), and tau leptons via the Drell-Yan mechanism ($Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau$) is performed. These processes are considered in a two-dimensional parameter space spanned by the missing transverse momentum, $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, and jet multiplicity, $N_{\text{jets}}$, where they are naturally well separated, allowing the simultaneous extraction of their cross-sections. Events from $t\bar{t}$ production tend to have large $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and large $N_{\text{jets}}$, whereas $WW$ events tend to have large $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and small $N_{\text{jets}}$, and $Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau$ events are characterized by small $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and even smaller $N_{\text{jets}}$.

This analysis of $e\mu$ events allows a broader test of the SM than that given by dedicated cross-section measurements, and provides a first simultaneous measurement of the production cross-sections for the processes of interest at the LHC. This simultaneous measurement unifies the definitions of fiducial region, physics object and event selections, and estimation of uncertainties for each signal measurement. In particular these measurements offer a new window on the effects of the parton distribution functions (PDF) through consideration of the correlations between pairs of production cross-sections, induced by the use of common PDF predictions. An improved understanding of these processes can improve the theoretical calculations and methods used in their study, and thereby more precisely constrain background predictions for future new physics searches at the LHC.

The measurement technique used here was first used by the CDF experiment at the Tevatron [1] using the $p\bar{p}$ collision data at a center-of-mass energy, $\sqrt{s}$, of 1.96 TeV. In this paper the results are obtained from $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV $pp$ collision data collected by the ATLAS detector [2] at the LHC corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb$^{-1}$ [3]. Furthermore the measurement of $WW$ includes the small contribution from Higgs boson decays, $H \to W^+W^-$. Previous dedicated measurements of these cross-sections in the dilepton channel were performed by ATLAS using data samples of 4.6 fb$^{-1}$ for $t\bar{t}$ [4] and $WW$ [5], and 36 pb$^{-1}$ for $Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau$ [6]. Other dedicated measurements in the dilepton channel were also performed by the CMS collaboration, namely for $t\bar{t}$ using 2.3 fb$^{-1}$ [7], for $WW$ using 4.9 fb$^{-1}$ [8], and for $Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau$ [9] using 36 pb$^{-1}$.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the data sample and summarizes the Monte Carlo simulation used for the key SM processes relevant to this study, while Sec. IV details the reconstruction of the final-state objects, used for the key SM processes relevant to this study, while Sec. V covers the data-driven estimation of backgrounds from misidentified and nonprompt leptons. The template fitting method used to extract the results is discussed in Sec. VI along with the treatment and evaluation of systematic uncertainties. Results obtained for the cross-sections of the three processes of interest are presented and compared to predictions and other measurements in Sec. VII, and conclusions are presented in Sec. VIII.

II. THE ATLAS DETECTOR

ATLAS [2] is a multipurpose particle physics detector with forward-backward symmetric cylindrical geometry. The inner detector (ID) system is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field and provides tracking information for charged particles in the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$ [10]. It consists of a silicon pixel detector, a silicon microstrip detector, and a transition radiation tracker (TRT).

The calorimeter system covers the range $|\eta| < 4.9$. The highly segmented electromagnetic calorimeter consists of lead absorbers with liquid argon (LAr) as active material and covers the range $|\eta| < 3.2$. In the region $|\eta| < 1.8$, a presampler detector using a thin layer of LAr is used to correct for the energy lost by electrons and photons upstream of the calorimeter. The hadronic tile calorimeter is a steel/scintillator-tile detector and is situated directly outside of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The barrel section of this sampling calorimeter provides a coverage of $|\eta| < 1.7$. The endcap hadronic calorimeters have LAr as the active material and copper absorbers covering the range $1.5 < |\eta| < 3.2$. They cover the region between the barrel and the forward calorimeter with a small overlap with each of them. The forward calorimeter uses LAr as active material and copper and tungsten as absorber materials. It extends the calorimeter coverage out to $|\eta| = 4.9$.

The muon spectrometer (MS) measures the deflection of muons in the magnetic field produced by the large superconducting air-core toroid magnets. It covers the range $|\eta| < 2.7$ and is instrumented with separate trigger and high-precision tracking chambers. A precision measurement of the track coordinates in the bending direction of the toroidal magnetic field is provided by drift tubes in the range $|\eta| < 2.7$. Within the region $2.0 < |\eta| < 2.7$, cathode strip chambers with higher granularity are used in the innermost tracking layer. The muon trigger system, which covers the range $|\eta| < 2.4$, consists of resistive plate chambers in the barrel ($|\eta| < 1.05$) and thin gap chambers in the endcap regions ($1.05 < |\eta| < 2.4$).

A three-level trigger system is used to select events for offline analysis. The level-one trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of the detector information to reduce the event rate to its design value of at most 75 kHz. This is followed by two software-based trigger levels, level two and the event filter, which together reduce the event rate to an average of 400 Hz during the 2011 data-taking period.

III. DATA AND MONTE CARLO SAMPLES

The data sample used in this measurement consists of proton-proton collision events at a center-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV recorded by ATLAS in 2011. Only data collected during stable beam conditions and with the relevant ATLAS subsystems being operational are used. In particular, the inner detector, the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and the muon spectrometer must deliver data of high quality to ensure that electrons, muons, jets, and missing transverse momentum are measured accurately. The data selected for this study were collected using single-lepton triggers ($e$ or $\mu$). In the case of the electron trigger, a threshold is applied to the transverse energy ($E_T$) of the electron while for the muon trigger a threshold is applied to the transverse momentum ($p_T$) of the muon. Due to the increases in luminosity achieved by the LHC during the 2011 run, the value of the electron $E_T$ threshold applied changed during the course of the year. Thresholds employed by the electron trigger were either 20 or 22 GeV while the muon trigger threshold remained constant at 18 GeV. The data collected correspond to an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb$^{-1}$, after applying data quality requirements, with an uncertainty of 1.8% [3].

Monte Carlo simulated events are generated at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV and processed through a detector simulation [11] based on GEANT4 [12]. In these samples, all particle masses are taken from 2010 values published by the Particle Data Group [13] with the exception of the top quark mass, which is taken to be 172.5 GeV and the Higgs boson mass which is set to 125 GeV. The simulation includes modeling of additional $pp$ interactions in the same and neighboring bunch crossings, referred to as pileup. These events are subsequently reweighted such that the distribution of the number of interactions per bunch crossing in simulation matches that of data. Corrections to the selection efficiency of electrons and muons are applied to simulated events, and the detector simulation is tuned to reproduce the energy and momentum measurements and resolution observed in data.

Unless otherwise specified, common attributes between the Monte Carlo samples are the generation of the underlying event (UE), which is performed by PYTHIA v. 6.425 [14] or JIMMY v. 4.31 [15] (included as part of the HERWIG v. 6.520 [16] software package), and the choice of PDFs, which is the next-to-leading-order (NLO) CT10 set [17]. An exception is the ALPGEN [18] generator configurations which use the leading-order set CTEQ6L1 [19].
The cross-sections for the different processes obtained from a range of event generators are always normalized to the best available theoretical calculations, as discussed below.

A. $t\bar{t}$ production

Simulation of $t\bar{t}$ production is performed using the NLO generator MC@NLO v4.01 [20] interfaced to HERWIG and JIMMY. The $t\bar{t}$ cross-section has been calculated at next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) in QCD, including resummations of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic soft gluon terms with TOP$^+$2.0 [21–26]. The resulting cross-section is calculated to be $\sigma_{t\bar{t}} = 177^{+10}_{-11}$ pb for a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV [27]. The uncertainty due to the choice of PDF and $\alpha_s$ is calculated using the PDF4LHC prescription [28] that includes the MSTW2008 68% C.L. NNLO [29,30], CT10 NNLO [17,31] and NNPDF2.3 5f FFN [32] PDF sets. This is added in quadrature to the scale uncertainty.

Additional samples are provided using POWHEG [33] version powheg-hvq4 interfaced to the PYTHIA and HERWIG parton shower (PS) generators, to compare PS and fragmentation models, and to assign a generator modeling uncertainty.

To estimate uncertainties due to modeling of QCD initial- (ISR) and final-state radiation (FSR) in the $t\bar{t}$ system (discussed in Sec. VI), ALPGEN interfaced to the PYTHIA PS generator is used. The uncertainty is evaluated using two different generator tunes with increased or reduced rates of QCD radiation.

B. WW production

The simulation of $WW$ signal production is based on samples of $q\bar{q} \to WW$, $gg \to WW$ and $gg \to H \to WW$ events, which are generated with MC@NLO, GG2WW [34], and POWHEG respectively. The Higgs resonance sample is interfaced to PYTHIA and the nonresonant samples are interfaced to HERWIG. A combined $WW$ sample is formed from cross-section weighted contributions, where cross-sections of $44.7^{+2.1}_{-1.9}$ pb, $1.3^{+0.8}_{-0.5}$ pb and $3.3 \pm 0.3$ pb are assumed for $q\bar{q} \to WW$, $gg \to WW$ and $gg \to H \to WW$, respectively [35,36].

Alternative WW samples are produced with the POWHEG generator interfaced to PYTHIA and HERWIG PS generators for comparison of PS and fragmentation models and to assess a generator modeling uncertainty. ALPGEN samples are used to estimate uncertainties due to modeling of additional QCD radiation.

C. Drell-Yan lepton pair production

The only Drell-Yan process whose final states include a prompt $e$ and $\mu$ is the production of a pair of tau leptons. For $Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau$, the SHERPA v. 1.4.0 [37] generator is used. SHERPA handles the full generation of the event, including a fixed-order matrix element calculation, parton showering, hadronization, and underlying event. The cross-section for inclusive $Z/\gamma^*$ production is calculated at NNLO in FEWZ [38] with MSTW2008 NNLO PDFs to be $\sigma_{NNLO}^{Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau} = 1070 \pm 54$ pb. This calculation is performed for $m_{\tau\tau} > 40$ GeV, and includes contributions from $\gamma^* \to \tau\tau$.

D. Single top quark production

The associated production of a single top quark and a $W$ boson, referred to as the $Wt$ channel, is simulated with MC@NLO interfaced to HERWIG and JIMMY. Single top production through the $s$ and $t$ channels is not considered here, since only the $Wt$ channel is a source of prompt $e\mu$ pairs. These are considered a background in the analysis. During event generation a diagram removal scheme is implemented [39,40] to remove overlaps between the single top and $t\bar{t}$ final states. The cross-section for the $Wt$ channel calculated at approximate NNLO is $\sigma_{Wt}^{\text{theory}} = 15.7 \pm 1.1$ pb [41].

E. WZ and ZZ production

In the analysis, prompt $e\mu$ events originating from diboson samples, such as $WZ$ and $ZZ$, are considered part of the background. These are generated with ALPGEN interfaced to HERWIG and JIMMY. The NLO cross-sections for these processes are calculated with MCFM v5.8 [42] with MSTW2008 NLO PDFs [29], and found to be $\sigma_{WZ}^{\text{NLO}} = 17.8 \pm 1.3$ pb and $\sigma_{ZZ}^{\text{NLO}} = 5.9 \pm 0.3$ pb for $m_Z > 60$ GeV.

IV. OBJECT AND EVENT SELECTION

The high-precision tracking of the ATLAS ID provides efficient reconstruction of multiple inelastic $pp$ collisions that take place in a single bunch crossing. The primary vertex is selected as the one with the largest sum of squared transverse momenta of associated ID tracks. Contamination due to poorly reconstructed vertices is reduced by requiring that the primary vertex has at least five associated tracks with $p_T > 4.0$ GeV.

Electron candidates are formed by an electromagnetic energy cluster with an associated track in the ID. They must fulfill $|\eta| < 2.47$ with an exception of $1.37 < |\eta| < 1.52$ to exclude the transition region between the barrel and endcaps of the calorimeter. The candidates are required to have a transverse energy of $E_T > 25$ GeV and meet the tight selection criteria [43] optimized for the 2011 data-taking period. These criteria are based on the quality of the position and momentum association between the extrapolated track and the calorimeter energy cluster, the consistency of the longitudinal and lateral shower profiles with those expected for an incident electron, and the observed transition radiation in the TRT. To suppress background from photon conversions, the electron track is required to have a hit in the innermost layer of the tracking system.
Muon candidates are reconstructed by combining the information from pairs of stand-alone ID and MS tracks to form a single track [44,45]. The candidates are required to have \( p_T > 20 \) GeV and be located within the central region of the detector (\(|\eta| < 2.5\)).

The longitudinal impact parameter of each lepton with respect to the primary vertex is required to be less than 2 mm in order to suppress the nonprompt production of leptons. To suppress the contribution from hadronic jets misidentified as leptons, electron and muon candidates are required to be isolated in both the ID and the calorimeter. Specifically, two measures of isolation are used: the sum of transverse energies of all calorimeter energy cells around the lepton but not associated with the lepton within a cone of size \( \Delta R \equiv \sqrt{(\Delta \phi)^2 + (\Delta \eta)^2} = 0.2 \), denoted \( E^{\text{cone}20}_T \), and the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all tracks with \( p_T > 1 \) GeV that originate from the primary vertex and are within a cone of size \( \Delta R = 0.3 \) around the lepton track, denoted \( p^{\text{cone}30}_T \). For electrons the maximum allowed values for \( E^{\text{cone}20}_T \) and \( p^{\text{cone}30}_T \) are chosen as a function of the cluster \( \eta \) so that the efficiency for the requirement measured in a \( Z \to ee \) control sample is 90% across the detector. These values are also adjusted to account for pileup conditions and energy leakage from the calorimeter. The isolation requirement applied to the muons, \( E^{\text{cone}20}_T < 4 \) GeV and \( p^{\text{cone}30}_T < 2.5 \) GeV, has an overall efficiency of 96% determined using a \( Z \to \mu\mu \) control sample. The combination of cone sizes and efficiency working points was studied and optimized to find a requirement that reduces dependence on the pileup conditions of the event.

Jets are reconstructed using the anti-\( k_T \) algorithm [46] with a radius parameter of \( R = 0.4 \). The inputs to the jet algorithm are topological clusters of calorimeter cells. These topological clusters are formed as a product of calorimeter cells with energy \( |E_{\text{cell}}| > 4\sigma \), where \( \sigma \) is the cell-by-cell RMS of the noise (electronics plus pileup). Neighboring cells are added if \( |E_{\text{cell}}| > 2\sigma \) and topological clusters are formed through an iterative procedure. In a final step, all remaining neighboring cells are added to the topological cluster. The baseline calibration for these topological clusters calculates their energy using the electromagnetic energy scale [47]. This is established using test-beam measurements for electrons and muons in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters [48,49]. Effects due to noncompensation, energy losses in the dead material, shower leakage, as well as inefficiencies in energy clustering and jet reconstruction are also taken into account. This is done by associating calorimeter jets with simulated jets in bins of \( \eta \) and \( E \), and is supplemented by an in situ calibration. This jet energy scale calibration is thoroughly discussed in Ref. [50].

To count a jet in the context of this analysis, it needs to fulfill the following kinematic requirements: \( p_T > 30 \) GeV and \(|\eta| < 2.5\). A cut on the jet vertex fraction (JVF) is applied to minimize the number of jets originating from pileup. The JVF is defined as the ratio of the sum of the \( p_T \) of charged particle tracks that are associated with both the jet and the primary vertex, to the sum of the \( p_T \) of all tracks belonging to the jet. Its value must be greater than 75%.

To further remove nonprompt leptons that are likely to have originated from heavy-quark decays, leptons within a distance of \( \Delta R = 0.4 \) from a reconstructed jet with \( p_T > 25 \) GeV and JVF > 0.75 are vetoed.

The second discriminating variable of the parameter space is the imbalance of the transverse momentum measured in each event due to the presence of neutrinos. The reconstruction of the direction and magnitude \( (E_T^{\text{miss}}) \) of the missing transverse momentum vector is described in Ref. [51]. It is calculated from the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all jets with \( p_T > 20 \) GeV and \(|\eta| < 4.5\), the transverse momenta of electron and muon candidates, and finally from all calorimeter energy clusters not belonging to a reconstructed object.

Events are required to contain exactly one selected electron and one selected muon of opposite charge. Events with an electron and muon of same-sign charge are used as a control sample for background studies. Some properties of the electrons, muons, and jets belonging to events that satisfy the criteria described in this section are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, where signal and background prompt processes are normalized to theory predictions and the fake and nonprompt backgrounds are obtained as described in Sec. V. The data and simulation agree within the uncertainties associated with the theoretical predictions.

V. BACKGROUND ESTIMATED FROM DATA

Background contributions that include events where one or both of the leptons are fake or nonprompt are challenging to model with Monte Carlo simulation. These events include a lepton from a heavy-flavor quark decay, a jet misidentified as a lepton, or an electron from a photon conversion. These background contributions are difficult to estimate from simulation due to the potential mismodeling and limited knowledge of the relative composition of the background. Additionally, the probability of accepting an event is small enough that the statistical uncertainty on the simulated sample becomes a serious concern. The analysis therefore relies on auxiliary measurements in data to obtain a robust estimate of background contributions shown in Table I, using the matrix method described in Ref. [52].

A. Matrix method

The matrix method utilizes data where the standard object selection requirements (referred to as tight criteria; see Sec. IV) on either electron or muon or both candidates are relaxed (referred to as loose criteria). The premise of this approach is that lepton candidates satisfying looser requirements have a higher chance of being fake or nonprompt than those satisfying tight requirements. This information
FIG. 1 (color online). Comparison between data and Monte Carlo samples (including the data-driven fake described in Sec. V and nonprompt backgrounds described in Sec. III) normalized to their theoretical cross-sections for an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb$^{-1}$: (a) electron and (b) muon candidate $p_T$ distributions and, (c) and (d), their respective $\eta$ distributions for events producing one electron and one muon of opposite-sign (OS) charge. The electron and muon satisfy the signal region selection criteria presented in Sec. IV. A bin by bin ratio between the data and simulated events is shown at the bottom of each comparison. The hatched regions represent the combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties as listed in Table II (except for shape uncertainties) and described in Sec. VI together with the full theoretical cross-section uncertainties for the $t\bar{t}$, WW, and $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ signal processes.
FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison between data and Monte Carlo samples (including the data-driven fake described in Sec. V and nonprompt backgrounds described in Sec. III) normalized to their theoretical cross-sections for an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb$^{-1}$: (a) invariant mass distribution of electron and muon pairs and (b) distribution of the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the selected electron, muon and jets. The electron and muon of OS charge satisfy the signal region selection criteria presented in Sec. IV. A bin by bin ratio between the data and simulated events is shown at the bottom of each comparison. The hatched regions represent the combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties as listed in Table II (except for shape uncertainties) and described in Sec. VI together with the full theoretical cross-section uncertainties for the $t\bar{t}$, $WW$, and $Z/\gamma^* \to \tau\tau$ signal processes.

combined with inputs of the probability that a real lepton or fake or nonprompt lepton meeting the loose criteria also satisfies the tight criteria is used to arrive at a background estimate. For loose electrons, the isolation requirements are dropped, and electron identification criteria as defined in Ref. [43] are used, where the requirements on particle identification in the TRT and on the calorimeter energy to track momentum ratio $E/p$ are relaxed. For loose muons, the isolation requirements are dropped.

For a given selected event, the matrix method, by solving a set of linear equations, implements a change of basis from observed data regions into event categories. The data regions comprise the signal region that is defined by a tight electron and a tight muon, denoted “TT”; and control regions, containing events that produce a tight electron and a loose and not tight muon, denoted “TL”; a loose and not tight electron and a tight muon, denoted “LT”; and a loose and not tight electron and a loose and not tight muon, denoted “LL”. Event categories are denoted “RR,” “RF,” “FR,” and “FF,” where “R” refers to a true prompt electron or muon, and “F” refers to a fake or nonprompt electron or muon.

For a given event in a data region, the array $\mathbf{w}$ contains the weights assigned to the event in question and specifies to which category the event belongs. This array is made up of four components, denoted $w_{RR}$, $w_{RF}$, $w_{FR}$ and $w_{FF}$ and is calculated as

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
    w_{RR} \\
    w_{RF} \\
    w_{FR} \\
    w_{FF}
\end{pmatrix} = M^{-1} \begin{pmatrix}
    \delta_{TT} \\
    \delta_{TL} \\
    \delta_{LT} \\
    \delta_{LL}
\end{pmatrix},
$$

where $\delta$ equals unity when the event falls in the given signal or control region, and zero otherwise. The matrix $M$ is written in terms of $r_{e(p)}$, the probability for a real loose electron (muon) to meet the tight criteria, and $f_{e(p)}$, the probability for a fake or nonprompt loose electron (muon) to meet the tight criteria, and is calculated as

$$
M = \begin{pmatrix}
    r_{e}\bar{r}_{\mu} & r_{e}\bar{f}_{\mu} & f_{e}\bar{r}_{\mu} & f_{e}\bar{f}_{\mu} \\
    r_{e}\bar{r}_{\mu} & r_{e}\bar{f}_{\mu} & f_{e}\bar{r}_{\mu} & f_{e}\bar{f}_{\mu} \\
    \bar{r}_{e}\bar{r}_{\mu} & \bar{r}_{e}\bar{f}_{\mu} & \bar{f}_{e}\bar{r}_{\mu} & \bar{f}_{e}\bar{f}_{\mu} \\
    \bar{r}_{e}\bar{r}_{\mu} & \bar{r}_{e}\bar{f}_{\mu} & \bar{f}_{e}\bar{r}_{\mu} & \bar{f}_{e}\bar{f}_{\mu}
\end{pmatrix},
$$
are determined with high-purity samples of yields in the opposite-sign and same-sign lepton samples, yields in the two samples, integrated over events used in the matrix method, together with the results, \( \bar{E}_{\text{T}} \), with the estimates of the backgrounds (\( \sum_{\text{Bins}} \sum_{\text{Events}} W \)). The events from the control regions are used to produce the background estimate after applying the appropriate weights from Eq. (3). Backgrounds are shown with their statistical, electron-related, and muon-related systematic uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>OS Event yields</th>
<th>SS Event yields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>3560</td>
<td>1623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>4744</td>
<td>896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td>1137</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>12224</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values of \( r_e \) and \( r_\mu \) are measured as a function of muon \( \eta \) and jet multiplicity and vary from 0.94 to 0.97. The values of \( r_e \) are measured as a function of electron \( \eta \) and \( p_T \) for events without jets, and also as a function of the angular distance \( \Delta R \) between the electron and nearest jet otherwise. For events containing two or more jets, \( r_e \) is corrected to better match the expected efficiency in \( t\bar{t} \) events. The correction is calculated from comparisons of \( t\bar{t} \) and \( Z \to ee \) simulated events. The complexity of parametrization for the electrons with respect to muons is due to the greater sensitivity of electron identification to jet activity.

The background in a given \( E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}} \cdot N_{\text{jets}} \) bin is given by the sum of \( W \) over all events in that bin. The respective event yields in the opposite-sign and same-sign lepton samples, are shown separately in Table I for the various classes of events used in the matrix method, together with the results, expressed as estimated fake or nonprompt background yields in the two samples, integrated over \( E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}} \) and \( N_{\text{jets}} \).

### B. Measurement of matrix method probabilities

The probabilities \( r_\mu \) for real muons and \( r_e \) for real electrons which pass both the loose and tight selection cuts are determined with high-purity samples of \( Z \to \mu\mu \) and \( Z \to ee \) decays, respectively, using a tag and probe method. The values of \( r_\mu \) are measured as a function of muon \( \eta \) and jet multiplicity and vary from 0.77 to 0.81 from lowest to highest electron \( p_T \), from 0.75 to 0.81 from low to high \( |\eta| \), and from 0.70 to 0.81 from low to high \( \Delta R \) separation between the electron and the nearest jet. Uncertainties on \( r_e (1\%-2\%) \) and \( r_\mu (1\%-4\%) \) reflect both statistics and variations observed in their determination derived from changes in the modeling of signal and background components in \( Z \to ee \) and \( \mu\mu \) invariant mass distributions.

The probabilities for jets to be misidentified as muons or for nonprompt muons, \( f_\mu \), are measured in a data sample dominated by multijet events selected by requiring low \( E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}} \). The measurement method employs fits to the transverse impact parameter significance distribution of the candidate muon to disentangle the fake or nonprompt component. Over the muon range \( |\eta| < 2.5 \), \( f_\mu \) varies from 0.13 to 0.18 and shows less variation with the number of jets, only shifting by about 0.02 within any particular \( \eta \) bin. An uncertainty on \( f_\mu \) is assigned based on the difference with measurements made using an alternative method, in which specific selection criteria are relied upon to provide a pure sample of muon candidates from fake or nonprompt sources. Measured as a function of muon \( \eta \) and the \( p_T \) of the jet with the highest \( p_T \), \( f_\mu \) varies from 0.18 to 0.28. The difference in predicted net background yield from these two \( f_\mu \) measurements is taken as the uncertainty on the background estimate, which amounts to about 24%.

The probabilities for jets to be misidentified as electrons or for nonprompt electrons, \( f_e \), are determined in samples dominated by multijet events and parametrized in the same way as \( r_e \). In order to assign a central value and uncertainty for \( f_e \), separate criteria are imposed on the multijet events, to enhance the presence of either fake electrons from jets or electrons from photon conversions in light-flavor quark jets, yielding \( f_{e,\text{jets}} \approx 0.15 \) and \( f_{e,\text{conv}} \approx 0.30 \), respectively. From data samples enriched in light or heavy quark (\( b \) or \( c \)) jets, it is found that the probability \( f_e \) is very similar between the two categories. As the relative composition of fake or nonprompt electrons is not known \( a \) priori, a simple average of \( f_{e,\text{jets}} \) and \( f_{e,\text{conv}} \) is performed in each \( p_T \) and \( \eta \) bin to give the \( f_e \) values. The uncertainty in each bin is determined as half of the difference between \( f_{e,\text{jets}} \) and \( f_{e,\text{conv}} \). In the opposite-sign signal region, the contribution from electrons and muons with mismeasured charge in the inner detector is estimated to be very small and is not accounted for in this analysis.

### C. Validation of background estimate

The estimate of the background in the signal region was validated using an event sample defined by selection criteria that are the same as those just described, with the exception that a same-sign (SS) \( e\mu \) pair is required.

Figure 3 shows the jet multiplicity and \( E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}} \) distributions in
the SS data sample. This sample is dominated by fake and nonprompt lepton events along with a contribution of prompt leptons from WZ and ZZ, and also small contributions from \( t\bar{t}W \), \( t\bar{t}Z \), and same-sign \( W^\pm W^\pm jj \) processes, which are collectively denoted as “other prompt bkgd.” in Fig. 3. Opposite-sign events where electron charge is misidentified, predominantly because of bremsstrahlung in the ID material followed by photon conversion, provide a significant contribution. This same-sign sample is expected to marginally differ in the exact composition of fake or nonprompt leptons from that of the OS sample. For example, the \( W + c \) process preferentially yields a nonprompt lepton with opposite charge to that of the prompt lepton from the \( W \) decay.

A closure test of the matrix method was performed using a collection of simulated samples for processes that could contribute to this background category in the opposite-charge \( e\mu \) final state. This included \( W/Z + \text{jets} \) (including heavy flavor), \( W\gamma + \text{jets} \), top- or \( W \)-pair production where at least one of the \( W \) bosons decays hadronically, Drell-Yan \( \tau\tau \)-pair production where one \( \tau \) decays hadronically, and \( s- \) and \( t\)-channel single top production. Probabilities were measured using generator-level information in simulated samples of \( Z + \text{jets} \) and multijet production. The results of calculating the background contribution using the matrix method were compared to those derived from generator-level information and were found to agree within uncertainties.

D. Results

Table I lists event yields from data in the signal and control regions and the resulting estimation and associated uncertainty of the fake or nonprompt background in both the OS and the SS sample. Signal processes that dominate the OS sample are absent in the SS sample, and the contribution of fake or nonprompt leptons is dominant in the SS event yield as noted previously. The estimated background in the OS (SS) signal region is \( 210 \pm 160 \) (\( 240 \pm 120 \)) events, where the uncertainty is derived from alternative estimates of the background made by varying the electron input probabilities by their associated errors, as well as using muon input probability estimates from the alternative measurement method. An \( N_{\text{jets}} \) versus \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) distribution is made for each configuration of matrix method probabilities and later used as input in the likelihood fit in order to assign systematic uncertainties on the signal yields returned in the default fit.

VI. FIT METHOD AND UNCERTAINTIES

Templates in the \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \)–\( N_{\text{jets}} \) parameter space are produced for signal processes (\( t\bar{t}, WW, Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau \)) and backgrounds (\( Wt, WZ/ZZ, \) fake and nonprompt) by applying the object and event selection described above. These templates are employed in a fit to data. The parameter space is divided into two bins of jet multiplicity, \( N_{\text{jets}} = 0 \) and \( N_{\text{jets}} \geq 1 \), counting reconstructed jets with
$p_T \geq 30$ GeV. The $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution is divided into twenty bins from $0 < E_T^{\text{miss}} < 200$ GeV in increments of 10 GeV, with the bins bordering 200 GeV also containing the overflow of events with $E_T^{\text{miss}} \geq 200$ GeV. Studies using simulated samples found the choices of two jet multiplicity bins and of a jet threshold $p_T \geq 30$ GeV to be optimal in terms of minimizing statistical and systematic uncertainties, such as those arising from jet energy scale effects and $t\bar{t}$ modeling.

Normalized templates for signal and background components are used to construct a binned likelihood function that is maximized in the fit to data. The normalization parameters of the $t\bar{t}$, WW and $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ templates are treated as free parameters in the fit, whereas the normalization parameters of the $Wt$ and $WZ/ZZ$ templates are constrained to their expected values. The template for background involving at least one fake or nonprompt lepton candidate is constrained to the estimate derived from data as described previously in Sec. V. The templates for $t\bar{t}$ and WW include electrons and muons from tau-lepton decays.

The fiducial region in this analysis is defined by particle level quantities chosen to be similar to the selection criteria used in the fully reconstructed sample. Electrons must have transverse energy $E_T > 25$ GeV and pseudorapidity $|\eta| < 2.47$, excluding the transition region $1.37 < |\eta| < 1.52$. Muons are required to have transverse momentum $p_T > 20$ GeV and pseudorapidity $|\eta| < 2.5$. All selected electron or muon particles must originate from a $W$ boson decay from the hard scattering process, or from tau-lepton decays that themselves are from a $W$ boson or $Z$ boson decay. A further correction applied to leptons, to include the momenta contribution of photons from narrow-angle QED FSR, is the addition of the momenta of all photons within a cone of $\Delta R = 0.1$ around the lepton to its momentum.

Fitted event yields are used to extract fiducial and full cross-sections for the signal processes. The former is desirable because it is a quantity that is closer to what is measured by the detector and does not suffer from theoretical extrapolation errors. The two cross-sections are calculated as

$$\sigma^\text{fid}_X = \frac{N^\text{fid}_X}{C \cdot \mathcal{L}},$$

$$\sigma^\text{tot}_X = \frac{N^\text{tot}_X}{A \cdot C \cdot B(X \rightarrow e\mu + Y) \cdot \mathcal{L}},$$

respectively, where $\mathcal{L}$ corresponds to the integrated luminosity of the data sample; $A$ is the kinematic and geometric acceptance of the fiducial region as a fraction of the complete phase space; $C$ is the ratio of the number of events fulfilling the offline selection criteria to the number of events produced in the fiducial region estimated from simulation; $N^\text{tot}_X (N^\text{fid}_X)$ is the number of events attributed to the specified process by the fit using systematic uncertainties that affect $A \cdot C$ ($C$ only); and $B(X \rightarrow e\mu + Y)$ is the branching fraction to inclusive $e\mu$ final states for the decay channel under consideration taking into account the branching fractions of tau-lepton decays to electrons and muons.

Systematic uncertainties are estimated by examining their effects on the nominal templates. These effects are broadly broken up into two categories, those affecting normalization and those affecting the shape of predicted templates, which are calculated using Monte Carlo pseudoexperiments. Each source of uncertainty considered may affect both template normalization and shape, with the exception of integrated luminosity and LHC beam energy uncertainties, which affect only template normalization. Uncertainties associated with the fake or nonprompt background and parton distribution function modeling are handled differently as special cases, described in detail below. The dominant sources of systematic uncertainties are listed in Table II for the signal processes. For background templates, most of the uncertainties listed in Table II are applied with the exception of Monte Carlo model uncertainties, LHC beam energy, and PDF uncertainties.

A. Template normalization uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties affecting the acceptance, efficiency and background cross-sections are incorporated as Gaussian constrained parameters in the likelihood function. The Gaussian probability distributions for each systematic uncertainty parameter multiply the likelihood, thus profiling the uncertainty. These terms penalize the likelihood if the parameters move away from their nominal values during the minimization procedure.

B. Template shape uncertainties

Monte Carlo pseudoexperiments are performed to estimate uncertainties on event yields due to systematic uncertainties affecting template shapes. For a given source of systematic uncertainty, $S$, sets of modified $E_T^{\text{miss}} - N_{\text{jets}}$ signal and background templates are produced in which $S$ is varied up and down by its expected uncertainty, while the template normalization remains fixed to its assumed standard model expectation. Pseudoexperiments are performed by fitting these modified templates to “pseudodata” randomly drawn according to the nominal (i.e., no systematic effects applied) templates.

Pseudodata are constructed for each pseudoexperiment using the expected number of events, $\bar{N}_X$, and $E_T^{\text{miss}} - N_{\text{jets}}$ shape for each process $X$. For each pseudoexperiment the following procedure is carried out. The expected number of events for process $X$ is sampled from a Gaussian distribution of mean $\bar{N}_X$ and width determined by the uncertainty...
TABLE II. Summary of dominant systematic uncertainties. Uncertainties expressed as a percentage are shown for each signal process, broken down into normalization effects on $\mathcal{C}$ (the factor relating the measured events to the fiducial phase space) and $\mathcal{A} \cdot \mathcal{C}$ (the factor relating the measured events to the full phase space), and template shape effects. The normalization uncertainties on $\mathcal{A} \cdot \mathcal{C}$ and $\mathcal{C}$ are symmetrized. The reconstruction uncertainties are applied to $\mathcal{C}$ and affect both the fiducial and full cross-section measurements. The theoretical uncertainties due to template shape are applied to both the fiducial and full cross-section measurements as well. Uncertainties on the fake and nonprompt background, luminosity, and LHC beam energy, which are not divided into normalization and shape components, are listed together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$\bar{t}t$</th>
<th>$WW$</th>
<th>$Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>$\mathcal{C}$</td>
<td>$\mathcal{A} \cdot \mathcal{C}$</td>
<td>Shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR/FSR + scale</td>
<td>$\pm 1.1$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.4$</td>
<td>$\pm 1.0 (\pm 1.5)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generator</td>
<td>$\pm 0.7$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.8$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.2 (\pm 0.0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS modeling</td>
<td>$\pm 0.9$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.6$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0 (\pm 0.1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ PS Modeling</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0 (\pm 0.5)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0 (\pm 0.6)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0 (\pm 0.6)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>$\pm 0.6$</td>
<td>$\pm 1.7$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$ reconstruction, ID, isolation</td>
<td>$\pm 3.2$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0 (\pm 0.1)$</td>
<td>$\pm 3.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$ reconstruction</td>
<td>$\pm 0.8$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0 (\pm 0.0)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ cellout</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.4 (\pm 0.2)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ pileup</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.1 (\pm 0.1)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy scale</td>
<td>$\pm 0.8$</td>
<td>$\pm 1.4 (\pm 1.4)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy resolution</td>
<td>$\pm 0.2$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.3 (\pm 0.0)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet vertex fraction</td>
<td>$\pm 0.8$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.1 (\pm 0.0)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake or nonprompt background</td>
<td>$\pm 0.8$</td>
<td>$\pm 5.6$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminosity</td>
<td>$\pm 1.8$</td>
<td>$\pm 1.8$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on $N_X$. This number is then Poisson fluctuated to determine the number of events, $N_X$, for process $X$. The shape of process $X$ in the $E_T^{\text{miss}}-N_{\text{jets}}$ parameter space is then used to define a probability distribution function from which to sample the $N_X$ events contributing to the pseudodata for the pseudoexperiment. This is repeated for all processes to construct the pseudodata in the $E_T^{\text{miss}}-N_{\text{jets}}$ parameter space as the input to the pseudoexperiment. The pseudoexperiment is then performed by fitting the pseudodata to the modified templates and extracting the number of events for each signal process, $N_{\text{sig}}$. This procedure is repeated one thousand times to obtain a well-defined distribution of $N_{\text{sig}}$ values.

The difference, $\Delta N_{\text{sig}}$, between the mean value of this distribution and $N_X$ is taken as the error due to template shape effects. To obtain the final template shape uncertainty, each positive $\Delta N_{\text{sig}}/N_{\text{sig}}$ value is added in quadrature to obtain the total positive error, and each negative value is added likewise to obtain the total negative error.

**C. Fake or nonprompt background uncertainties**

To evaluate the uncertainty on the fake or nonprompt background contribution, the matrix method input probabilities are varied; the background templates are then rederived and the measurement is repeated. The observed maximum deviation of the signal parameters measured from templates where electron probabilities are varied is assigned as an uncertainty. Similarly the deviation observed when using the alternative set of muon probabilities is assigned as an uncertainty. The net uncertainty is calculated as a quadratic sum of both uncertainties.

**D. PDF uncertainties**

The uncertainties associated with the choice of parton distribution functions are evaluated using a number of different PDF sets. The envelope of uncertainty bands from the CT10 [17], MSTW2008 [29] and NNPDF 2.3 [32] sets is determined using the procedure prescribed for LHC studies [28]. There are two PDF-related uncertainties defined, which are the intra-PDF uncertainty and the inter-PDF uncertainty. The former is the uncertainty within a given PDF set originating from uncertainties on various inputs to the PDF calculation or other uncertainties assigned by the particular PDF set authors. The latter is the variation observed when comparing one PDF to another. The comparison is made using the central value of each PDF set and measuring the variation of the observable. The full PDF set uncertainty combines the inter- and intra-PDF uncertainties by taking the envelope of
the minimum and maximum of these values. Uncertainties associated with the parton distribution functions are not profiled in the fit. Shape uncertainties are measured by fitting the varied templates to data while variations between calculated $A$ and $C$ values are used to assign acceptance uncertainties. Fitting the templates with different PDF sets to data results in yield uncertainties, the envelope of which is taken as the PDF shape uncertainty. The PDF set uncertainties, shown in Table II, are computed in this way to avoid the complexity that would otherwise be introduced into the fit if they were to be profiled.

E. LHC luminosity and beam energy

The uncertainty in the measured integrated luminosity is 1.8%, which affects both the fitted yields and the calculated cross-sections for signal and background templates, while the uncertainty associated with the center-of-mass collision energy, $\sqrt{s}$, affects the production cross-sections. The beam energy can be calibrated using the revolution frequency (RF) difference between protons and lead ions. The RF is different for lead ions and protons due to their different ratio of charge to rest mass, and depends on the LHC dipole field setting. The calibration can be performed because the proton beam momentum is proportional to the square root of the proton’s RF divided by the frequency difference [53]. The nominal beam energy at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV was calibrated to be $3988 \pm 5 \pm 26$ GeV during $p + Pb$ runs in early 2013 [53] and corresponds to a relative uncertainty of 0.66%, which is assumed to be the same for $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV. Both of these sources of uncertainty affect template normalization but have no effect on template shape, unlike other uncertainties which affect both normalization and shape.

F. Summary of systematic uncertainties

Table II lists the sources and effects of the most significant systematic variations on the acceptance correction factors and on the event yields derived from the fit. The first group of entries in the table is the theoretical uncertainties. To determine the uncertainty due to the choice in the modeling of a particular aspect of the event, comparisons are made between Monte Carlo samples featuring alternative choices to the default ones. The uncertainty on the modeling of additional QCD radiation on $t\bar{t}$ and $WW$ is evaluated by comparing MC@NLO to ALPGEN where the default scales are varied simultaneously by factors of 2 and 0.5. The uncertainty due to the choice of Monte Carlo generator is determined for $t\bar{t}$ and $WW$ by comparing the default generators to POWHEG while the uncertainty due to the modeling of the parton shower and fragmentation is evaluated by interfacing the default generators to PYTHIA. In the case of $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$, the theoretical uncertainties are calculated by comparing SHERPA to the appropriate ALPGEN sample interfaced to HERWIG. The evaluation of the uncertainty due to the choice of PDF has been described in Sec. V1D.

The second group of entries in Table II corresponds to the experimental uncertainties. The uncertainties associated with Monte Carlo modeling of the lepton trigger, reconstruction and identification efficiencies are evaluated by studying $Z \rightarrow ee/Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ and $W \rightarrow e\nu/W \rightarrow \mu\nu$ events selected from data as well as $Z \rightarrow ee/Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$, $W \rightarrow e\nu/W \rightarrow \mu\nu$, and $t\bar{t}$ events from simulation [43]. The dominant experimental uncertainties on template normalization stem from electron reconstruction, identification, and isolation. These uncertainties are large due to the difference in efficiency of the isolation cut between the $Z + jets$ region where the efficiency is measured and the rest of the signal region.

The main contributors to the uncertainty on $E_T^{miss}$ originate from calorimeter cells not associated with any physics object ($E_T^{miss}$-cellout term) and the pileup correction factors. In fact the former is responsible for the single largest contribution and results, in the $WW$ measurement, in shape uncertainties in excess of 10% which is a dominant source of uncertainty on the full and fiducial cross-section values.

The uncertainty on the jet energy scale also leads to relatively large template shape uncertainties for all signal processes. In the central region of the detector ($|\eta| < 1.7$) the jet energy scale uncertainty varies from 2.5 to 8% as a function of jet $p_T$ and $\eta$ [54], as estimated from $in situ$ measurements of the detector response. This uncertainty estimate includes uncertainties from jet energy scale calibration, calorimeter response, detector simulation, and the modeling of the fragmentation and UE, as well as other choices in the Monte Carlo event generation. Intercalibration of forward region detector response from the central regions of the detector also contributes to the total uncertainty on jet energy scale. Additional uncertainties due to pileup and close-by jet effects are also included. The uncertainty introduces distortions in the template shapes including effects propagated to the calculation of $E_T^{miss}$. To obtain an estimate of this source of uncertainty, the jet energy scale is broken into sixteen independent components. Each component is individually shifted up and down within its uncertainties for a total of 32 variations in the evaluation of shape uncertainties, the results of which are combined and shown as a single entry in Table II.

The jet energy resolution has been found to be well modeled by simulation. It is measured from calorimeter observables by exploiting the transverse momentum balance in events containing jets with large $p_T$. Two independent $in situ$ methods sensitive to different sources of systematic uncertainties are used to measure the resolution which the Monte Carlo simulation describes within 10% for jets whose $p_T$ ranges from 30–500 GeV [55]. The uncertainty due to the JVF is determined from studies of $Z \rightarrow ee/\mu\mu$ + jets events.
The last group of entries on Table II includes uncertainties on fake or nonprompt backgrounds, the measurement of integrated luminosity, and the determination of the LHC beam energy. The uncertainty due to modeling of the fake or nonprompt background, whose evaluation is described in Sec. VI C, has the greatest effect on the WW measurement. The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is dominated by the accuracy of the beam separation scans and the resulting uncertainty of 1.8% is assigned to each signal process. The uncertainty of 0.66% on the beam energy is found to vary the prediction for $t\bar{t}$ production, calculated at NNLO plus next-to-next-to-leading logarithm by TOP++ [26], by 1.8%. Similarly, for WW and $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$, an equivalent study was performed with predictions at NLO from MCFM v6.6 [42], resulting in variations of 1.0 and 0.8% respectively. These variations are assigned as uncertainties to the measured cross-sections as shown in the last item of Table II.

Overall since the WW and $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ signals overlap in the 0-jet bins, most of the significant shape uncertainties involve the wrong assignment of events to one of these two samples. Very few effects can move a WW or $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ event into the $\geq 1$ jet bin, so generally small shape uncertainties on $t\bar{t}$ are observed, where interference from the other processes is minimal. This event assignment uncertainty affects WW approximately three times more than $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ due to the larger yield of $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ events.

The main contributions to the uncertainty on $A \cdot C$, as shown in Table II, are the PDF for $t\bar{t}$ and the PS modeling for WW and $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$. The theoretical uncertainties on the correction factors $C$ are small. No individual source of theoretical uncertainty on $C$ exceeds the uncertainty due to experimental effects (dominated by those associated with electron scale factors and luminosity). One effect observed from this table is that there is apparent anticorrelation between uncertainties on $A$ and $C$, leading to an uncertainty on their product that is smaller than that on the multiplicands, e.g. the ISR/FSR + scale uncertainty. Uncertainties on branching ratios [56] used in the cross-section calculations are negligible relative to experimental uncertainties and not included in Table II.

Within the fiducial region, uncertainties on $C$ come mainly from experimental sources and template shape uncertainties. The dominant source varies between signals; template shape uncertainties are dominant in the WW measurement, where the likelihood fit is sensitive to variation in the scale of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$-cellout terms. The uncertainty on the fiducial $t\bar{t}$ cross-section is dominated by the electron reconstruction, identification and isolation. In the $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ channel, leading uncertainties derive from PS modeling and the jet energy scale measurement.

VII. RESULTS
A. Event yields

Comparisons between data and Monte Carlo predictions together with event yields before the application of the fitting procedure are displayed in Fig. 4 and Table III. The Monte Carlo predictions are normalized to the values given in Sec. III. These comparisons are shown in the signal region and subdivisions thereof based on jet multiplicity calculated for jets above the 30 GeV $p_T$ threshold and on events with reconstructed $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ below and above 30 GeV. The events shown here satisfy the OS and tight identification criteria specified in Sec. IV. The inclusive yields represent the sum of the binned yields in the $E_T^{\text{miss}}-N_{\text{jets}}$ parameter space, which provide the templates used in the fit to the data. The data yield is observed to be in good overall agreement with the prediction.

The same comparisons are shown after the fitting procedure in Fig. 5 and Table IV for the signal region and for subdivisions thereof, based on the classification defined above. In Fig. 5 the error bands are smaller in general than in Fig. 4 since they do not include the uncertainties on the theoretical cross-sections for the three signal processes that are included in the prefit results. As expected, yields for the signal processes given by the fit rise with respect to the prefit normalization to better fit the observed yield in data. Furthermore, good agreement is observed within each of the categories shown in Table IV, indicating that the background estimation and signal template shapes provide a good description of the data.

In Table V, the fitted yields are shown together with the acceptance correction factors $A$ and $C$ introduced in Sec. VI, the branching ratios $B$, and the fiducial and full cross-sections calculated using Eqs. (4)–(5). For these branching ratios, the most precise available measurements are used [56], including the best theoretical prediction of the $W$ leptonic branching ratio, $B(W \rightarrow \ell\nu) = 0.1082$ with 0.07% uncertainty. A fiducial cross-section, for which electrons and muons from tau-lepton decays in $t\bar{t}$ and WW are removed, is also quoted along with a ratio, $R_C$, that translates between the two fiducial region definitions. This additional fiducial definition is implemented to allow comparisons with predictions for $t\bar{t}$ and WW fiducial cross-sections that do not include tau-lepton decays to electrons and muons. Such a redefinition of the fiducial region does not alter the product $A \cdot C$ or the relative uncertainties on the fiducial cross-sections. Also shown are the full uncertainties accompanied by a breakdown of the systematic uncertainty into its three main components (discussed in Sec. VI, namely those arising from normalization, shape, and the fake or nonprompt backgrounds). For the $t\bar{t}$ and $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ processes, which have higher production rates, the normalization uncertainty is dominant while the shape uncertainty is dominant for the lower-rate WW process. This shape uncertainty is not shown in Figs. 4–5, leading to some underestimate of the error bands at high values of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ in Figs. 4(c) and 5(c), where the WW process is dominant.
FIG. 4 (color online). Comparison between data and Monte Carlo samples (including the data-driven fake or nonprompt background) normalized to their theoretical cross-sections for an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb\(^{-1}\) for events producing one electron and one muon of OS charge: (a) \(N_{\text{jets}}\), with bins corresponding to zero jets and \(\geq 1\) jet; (b) missing transverse momentum spectrum, \(E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}\); (c) \(E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}\) for \(N_{\text{jets}} = 0\) and (d) \(E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}\) for \(N_{\text{jets}} \geq 1\). The electron and muon satisfy the signal region selection criteria presented in Sec. IV. The hatched regions represent the combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties as described in Table II (except for shape uncertainties) together with the full theoretical cross-section uncertainties for the \(t\bar{t}\), WW, and \(Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau\) signal processes. The last bins in (b), (c) and (d) contain overflow events.
FIG. 5 (color online). Comparison between data and Monte Carlo samples (including the data-driven fake or nonprompt background) after fitting signal processes to data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of $4.6 \, \text{fb}^{-1}$ for events producing one electron and one muon of OS charge: (a) $N_{\text{jets}}$ with bins corresponding to zero jets and $\geq$ one jet; (b) missing transverse momentum, $E_T^{\text{miss}}$; (c) $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ for $N_{\text{jets}} = 0$ and (d) $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ for $N_{\text{jets}} \geq 1$. The electron and muon satisfy the signal region selection criteria presented in Sec. IV. The hatched regions represent the combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties as described in Table II (except for shape uncertainties). The last bins in (b), (c) and (d) contain overflow events.
B. Comparison to previous ATLAS measurements

This analysis is the first simultaneous measurement of the $t\bar{t}$, WW, and Z/γ → ττ cross-sections at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV. Measured cross-sections are summarized and compared to previous measurements and predictions in Table VI. The $t\bar{t}$ cross-section obtained from the simultaneous measurement is in agreement with the dedicated $t\bar{t}$ cross-section measurement in the dilepton channel [4] at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV with identical integrated luminosity. The dedicated measurement benefits from a more optimized electron identification which reduces the overall systematic uncertainty associated with the measurement. Both measurements assume a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV; in the simultaneous measurement the dependence of the measured cross-section on the assumed mass is found to be $-0.8 \text{ pb/GeV}$.

In the WW channel, the dedicated analysis at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV [5] with an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb$^{-1}$ has significantly greater precision as a result of large shape uncertainties in the simultaneous measurement. As the smallest of the three measured signals, WW is the one subject to the largest relative variations in the simultaneous fit and has large uncertainties.

Finally, the Z/γ → ττ simultaneous measurement shows smaller uncertainties than the dedicated measurement [6] at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV with an integrated luminosity of 36 pb$^{-1}$. Statistical and luminosity uncertainties are substantially smaller due to the larger data sample with a more precise luminosity determination.

The measurements presented here include the effect of the uncertainty on the LHC beam collision energy, which was not evaluated in prior measurements. Overall, the comparisons show that each simultaneous cross-section measurement is consistent with its corresponding dedicated ATLAS measurement.

C. Comparison to theoretical calculations

Figures 6–7 show the best-fit cross-section values with likelihood contours obtained from the simultaneous fit, overlayed with theoretical cross-section predictions. These do not include the contribution from leptonically decaying ...

TABLE IV. Fitted and observed inclusive yields for events producing one electron and one muon of OS electric charge in an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb$^{-1}$ at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV. The total yields are given followed by the yields subdivided into events producing zero jets and events producing one or more jets with $p_T > 30$ GeV. In the final two columns the total yields are subdivided into events that produce $E_T^{\text{miss}} < 30$ GeV and events that produce $E_T^{\text{miss}} \geq 30$ GeV. Uncertainties are a quadratic sum of statistical and systematic (including theoretical cross-section) uncertainties, but do not include shape systematic uncertainties. The net predicted yields are calculated using unrounded contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>$N_{\text{jets}} = 0$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{jets}} \geq 1$</th>
<th>$E_T^{\text{miss}} &lt; 30$ GeV</th>
<th>$E_T^{\text{miss}} \geq 30$ GeV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t}$</td>
<td>6050 ± 350</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>5810</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>5170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW</td>
<td>1480 ± 220</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z → ττ</td>
<td>3840 ± 300</td>
<td>3170</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>3280</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single top</td>
<td>590 ± 50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZ/ZZ</td>
<td>90 ± 40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake or nonprompt</td>
<td>210 ± 170</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitted</td>
<td>12260 ± 540</td>
<td>4750</td>
<td>7510</td>
<td>4780</td>
<td>7480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>12224</td>
<td>4744</td>
<td>7480</td>
<td>4750</td>
<td>7474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
taus. The numerical correlation values from the likelihood fit are given in Table VII for each pair of signal processes. These values give the correlations between the numbers of fitted events in the fiducial region.

NLO fiducial and NLO full cross-section predictions were computed using MCFM v6.6 [42] except for the $Z/γ^* → ττ$ fiducial cross-section, which was computed with MC@NLO interfaced to HERWIG, TAUOLA and PHOTOS. The computed WW cross-section does not include the contribution from $gg → H → WW$, which is expected to contribute roughly 5% of the total WW cross-section as discussed in Sec. III B. Fiducial calculations are performed...
Theoretical predictions were calculated for the following PDF sets: ABM11 [57], MSTW2008Cpdeut [58], CT10, HERAPDF15 [59], NNNPDF2.3 [32], JR09 [60] (for NNLO calculations) and epWZ [61] (for NNLO calculations). In both figures, the markers represent the cross-sections calculated for a pair of processes using a specific central PDF with its error bars depicting the uncertainty due to the choice of renormalization ($\mu_R$) and factorization ($\mu_F$) scales. No attempt is made to treat these scale choices in a correlated way between processes. The asymmetric scale uncertainty is obtained from the maximum upper and lower deviation from the central value ($\mu_R$ and $\mu_F$) found in a process-specific grid composed of seven cross-sections.

These were calculated by independently varying values of $\mu_R$ and $\mu_F$ by factors of 1/2, 1 and 2 (while ignoring the cases where $\mu_R$ is doubled and $\mu_F$ is halved and vice versa). The central values of $\mu_R$ and $\mu_F$ are set to process-specific values: $m_t$ for $t\bar{t}$, $m_W$ for WW, and $m_Z$ for $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$.

The theory contours shown in Fig. 6 correspond to the 68% C.L. regions around each cross-section prediction calculated from the error sets associated with each specific PDF (intra-PDF uncertainties, defined in Sec. VI). The derived uncertainties from different PDF sets are scaled so that all the contours reflect a 68% C.L. and are constructed using prescribed recipes (in the case of the HERAPDF15 the contour displays asymmetrical errors).

The fiducial cross-sections provide the most direct comparison between theory and experiment. Since the fiducial region is chosen to correspond to the sensitive volume of the detector, the theoretical uncertainties are small on the measured values of the fiducial cross-sections. The uncertainty regions in the fiducial measurements in Fig. 6 suggest that the NLO predictions underestimate all three cross-sections, especially in the case of $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ versus $t\bar{t}$, irrespective of the PDF model. The WW fiducial measurement, however, is consistent with predictions from each PDF model considered, especially considering the fact that the theory predictions in Fig. 6 do not account for the $gg \rightarrow H \rightarrow WW$ contribution and therefore underestimate the fiducial cross-section by approximately 5% (see Sec. III C).

Full cross-section measurements are shown in Fig. 7 accompanied by 68 and 90% C.L. contours calculated for the case where the fit only includes the theoretical uncertainty (inner contours) and the case when the full uncertainty is included (outer contours). Although larger acceptance uncertainties clearly reduce the separation power with respect to the fiducial measurements, here the full theoretical calculations at NNLO in QCD can be used for $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ versus $t\bar{t}$, as shown in Fig. 7(d). As described in Sec. III, the software packages FEWZ and top ++ were used to calculate the cross-sections to NNLO. Figure 7(d) (NNLO case) in contrast to Fig. 7(c) (NLO case) shows good overlap between the experimental measurement and most of the NNLO theoretical predictions and corresponding PDF sets for $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ versus $t\bar{t}$ where they are available. Also notable is the difference in the uncertainties in theoretical predictions: in the NLO case scale uncertainties are dominant, while in the NNLO case the PDF model provides the dominant uncertainty. Theory contours using ABM11 and JR09 PDFs, however, do not overlap with the measurements. For the former, one significant reason for a lower $t\bar{t}$ cross-section lies in the value of $\alpha_s$ employed in its calculation. At NNLO its value is 0.113, which is substantially lower than the range of 0.117 to 0.118 employed by most of the other PDF models here. In the case of JR09, which is only considered in the comparison of NNLO calculations, the 5% difference in the $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ cross-section is consistent with what is reported elsewhere [60].
FIG. 6 (color online). Contours of the likelihood function as a function of two fiducial production cross-sections of interest: (a) \( \sigma_{Z\gamma\rightarrow \tau\tau}^{\text{fid}} \) versus \( \sigma_{WW}^{\text{fid}} \), (b) \( \sigma_{WW}^{\text{fid}} \) versus \( \sigma_{t\bar{t}}^{\text{fid}} \), (c) \( \sigma_{Z\gamma\rightarrow \tau\tau}^{\text{fid}} \) versus \( \sigma_{t\bar{t}}^{\text{fid}} \). The contours obtained from the data (full circle) represent the 68 (full line) and 90% C.L. (dashed line) areas accounting for the full set of systematic uncertainties described in Table II. The fiducial cross-sections for \( WW \) and \( t\bar{t} \) exclude contributions from tau-lepton decays. The theoretical cross-sections for \( WW \) and \( t\bar{t} \) do not include contributions from \( gg \rightarrow H \rightarrow WW \). The theoretical fiducial cross-section predictions are shown at NLO in QCD for different PDF sets (open symbols) with the ellipse contours corresponding to the 68% C.L. uncertainties on each PDF set. Also shown as horizontal and vertical error bars around each prediction are the uncertainties due to the choice of QCD factorization and renormalization scales (see text).
FIG. 7 (color online). Contours of the likelihood function as a function of two full production cross-sections of interest: (a) $\sigma_{WW}^{\text{tot}}$ versus $\sigma_{Z\gamma\rightarrow\tau\tau}^{\text{tot}}$ compared to NLO predictions; (b) $\sigma_{WW}^{\text{tot}}$ versus $\sigma_{tt\bar{t}}^{\text{tot}}$ compared to NLO predictions; (c,d) $\sigma_{Z\gamma\rightarrow\tau\tau}^{\text{tot}}$ versus $\sigma_{tt\bar{t}}^{\text{tot}}$ compared to NLO, NNLO predictions. The contours obtained from the data (full circle) represent the 68 (full line) and 90% C.L. (dashed line) areas accounting for the full set of systematic uncertainties described in Table II. Contours labeled “th. extrap. uncertainty” depict the theoretical uncertainties on extrapolating the fiducial cross-section to the full phase space and are obtained by constructing a likelihood function with only theoretical uncertainties. The theoretical $WW$ cross-section does not include contributions from $gg\rightarrow H\rightarrow WW$. The theoretical cross-section predictions are shown at NLO (a, b, and c) or NNLO (d) in QCD for different PDF sets (open symbols) with the ellipse contours corresponding to the 68% C.L. uncertainties on each PDF set. Also shown as horizontal and vertical error bars around each prediction are the uncertainties due to the choice of QCD factorization and renormalization scales (see text).
TABLE VII. Correlation factors of the fitted yields for measured signal processes. These values give the correlations between the numbers of fitted events in the fiducial region which includes leptons from $\tau$ decays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ versus WW</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW versus $t\bar{t}$</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ versus $t\bar{t}$</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. CONCLUSION

Simultaneous measurements of the $t\bar{t}$, WW and $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ fiducial and total production cross-sections using 4.6 fb$^{-1}$ of data collected with the ATLAS detector from $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV at the LHC are presented. Exactly two high transverse momentum isolated leptons are selected, and are required to be one electron and one muon of opposite charge. The number of signal events is extracted using a template fit to the distribution of missing transverse momentum and jet multiplicity observed in the data. The measurements are consistent with the previously published dedicated ATLAS cross-section measurements and with the predicted theoretical cross-sections within their uncertainties. This simultaneous extraction of the cross-sections for these processes at the LHC provides a broader test of the SM predictions than individual measurements by unifying the fiducial region, object and event requirements, and background estimations. The uncertainty bands of the measured fiducial cross-sections of $t\bar{t}$ and $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \tau\tau$ suggest that the NLO predictions underestimate the data, while comparisons to NNLO calculations indicate that MSTW2008, CT10, HERAPDF, NNPDF, and epWZ PDF sets describe the data well.
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[10] The ATLAS reference system is a right-hand Cartesian coordinate system, with the nominal collision point at the origin. The anticlockwise beam direction defines the positive $z$ axis, while the positive $x$ axis is defined as pointing from the collision point to the center of the LHC ring and the positive $y$ axis points upwards. The azimuthal angle, $\phi$, is measured around the beam axis, and the polar angle, $\theta$, is the angle measured with respect to the $z$ axis. The pseudorapidity is given by $-\ln(\tan(\theta/2))$. Transverse momentum and energy are defined as $p_T = p \sin \theta$ and $E_T = E \sin \theta$, respectively.
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